UNG ARC SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Oral Research Projects and Presentations
Research projects submitted as oral presentations should be no longer than 10-15 minutes
(technology will be available for PowerPoints and Prezi’s). Research presentations should
include relevant background information, a method and results section (if applicable) and a
discussion section. Abstracts should include information regarding how the research is
significant for the field and address the conclusions drawn from your project (or expected to be
drawn if your work is still in progress).
Posters
Students presenting in poster sessions should plan to have their poster in place at least 30
minutes prior to the poster session beginning. A more specific timeline of will be available once
the final schedule is released. Posters should be no bigger than 36” X 48”.
Creative Presentations with or without oral presentation
Musical/performance: Musical performances submissions should be accompanied by a onepage statement.
This statement should include whether or not an oral presentation will be given, the title,
composer, arranger, and information about the historical significance of the work(s). If it is an
arrangement, please state why the arrangement was created and why specific musical decisions
were made.
Visual arts: Exhibitions of visual artworks submissions (drawing, painting, sculpture, ceramic,
photography, graphic design, new media, performance, video) should be accompanied by a onepage statement.
The artist statement should include whether or not an oral presentation will be given,
describe your media and process, subject matter and thematic content, as well as the artistic
genres and interdisciplinary research that informs the artwork.
Musical Performances and Visual Arts submissions without an oral presentation will be
scheduled to perform during the morning Art Gallery or poster session. Musical
Performances with an oral presentation (5-7 minute talk) will be scheduled with the other
oral presentations. Visual Arts submissions with an oral presentation (5-10 minute talk)
will be scheduled with the other oral presentations.
Required documentation for Arts and Musical Submissions
•
•

Visual Arts presentations must upload a digital file demonstrating their proposed work.
o
Please include your logistical needs (chairs, stands, microphone, etc.).
Musical performances must include a 4-6 minute audio or video recording of the
performance of the individual or group. This can be a recording of a rehearsal or
performance to demonstrate the group’s ability.
o Submissions can include one or multiple works. Performances will be limited to
8-10 minutes.
o Please include your logistical needs (chairs, stands, microphone, etc.).

